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Telecommunications Suite
Now Available on Cheetah™

Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory US provides timely, reliable, and comprehensive coverage of regulatory, legislative,
and policy news covering the U.S. telecommunications sector. As every telecommunications professional knows, the
value of telecommunications coverage depends not only on delivering the right information but delivering it at the
right time. Cheetah™ Telecommunications Suite provides:
• Daily coverage—Daily emails keep telecommunications professionals—and anyone whose responsibilities require
knowledge of the telecommunications sector—fully informed.
• Expert analysis and authoritative content—Starting with the very first FCC meeting more than eight decades ago,
Telecommunications Reports has held its position as the premier authority in the field. It is produced by journalists,
each with more than 15 years covering the communications sector.
• Insights into key industry trends and topics—Professionals receive comprehensive coverage of regulatory, legislative,
and policy news on such subject areas as data privacy and security, wireline communications, Internet services,
broadband communications, wireless spectrum, and much more.

• TR Daily
• Telecommunications Reports

DESCRIPTIONS

• State NewsWire
• Cybersecurity Policy Report

TR Daily

State NewsWire

Same-day coverage of significant
telecom business and policy
developments—all in one place. Keeps
professionals ahead of the curve on
all vital telecom policy proposals
and actions within Congress, the
administration, courts, and regulatory
and enforcement agencies.

The only news service offering precise,
mission-critical intelligence on state
and local telecom activity in all 50
states. Enables readers to follow state
PUC decisions, legislative actions, and
court rulings that affect the telecom
industry’s future; track daily developments in competitive state and local
markets; and gather valuable information on emerging state and local
telecom issues each business day.

Telecommunications Reports
The only publication that has covered
every major communications issue,
and has been read faithfully by leading
industry decision-makers, since 1934.
Reliable, thorough, timely coverage, and
in-depth analysis of the communications
business make it the industry’s “journal
of record.”

Cybersecurity Policy Report
Provides coverage of the latest network
security policies, news, and requirements in one place, with detailed, unbiased reporting on legislation, regulation, and policy rulings that goes deeper
than the surface level to keep readers
fully informed. The report provides
“early warning” coverage of policy developments as they are being proposed
and legislation as it being drafted.

Contact us at 1-800-955-5217 to learn more.
WoltersKluwerLR.com/Cheetah

• Federal Telecommunications Law,
Second Edition

Federal Telecommunications
Law, Second Edition
By Peter W. Huber, Michael K. Kellogg,
John Thorne
This practical publication provides all
the law and rules including those for
price regulation, common carriage and
universal service. Regulations and court
decisions are analyzed in detail to provide you with a thorough understanding of the environment you must work
within. Trends in competition, industry
structures and technology are explored
- offering you a total picture of the telecommunications industry, in areas such
as telecommunications equipment; long
distance services; wireless services; the
internet and data services; information services; video services; and more.
Real-world scenarios cover e-mail,
electronic data retention policies, key
legislation, FCC rules, regulations and
orders, and court decisions with extensive citations and cross-references.
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